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• ч ‘ 

The СНАШФШ welcomed Dr. Padua^ whose late arrival had been due to delays 

in transpox-t. 

1 . PROGRAMME АШ) BUDGET ES-TIMATSS FOE I953： Item i of the Agenda (doguments ‘ 

. Е Б 9 / 1 9 and SB9/AF/5) (continuation) ' • 

Mr, BOUÇHSR；.alternate to Dr. Mackenzie, said that he would like to reiterate 

the remarks of Mr. Mells at the previous meeting,, He ч&а much impressed by 'the 

proposals of the Director-General for the 1953 Programme and Budget and was 

reluctant to озк for any modifications； it however^ necessary to draw 

-attention to difficulties vhich might arise in determining the use of casual items 

of incomâ „ He. felt that зглпу goveraments -would vish to give close attention 

to that point, . It vas doubtful ^hethé'r it >газ sound financially to rely on 

casual incojae in order to maintain expenditure at a certain level. lor that 

reason^ he believed that it vould not Ъо vise to anticipate a casual., income 

annually, "of approximately #000,000 for ; if it did not materialize； it: vould Ъе 

necessary to make an increase in the assessment budget to maintain the total of 

the effective working budget« -

Dr。 BRADY said that he was Inclined to agree with the previous speaker„ 
• ； » 

Although the SecretariGt estimated that the casual income for 195红vould Ъе at 

• > ‘ 

approximately the same level as for 1953 ; it could not be assumed that that level 
r » • 

. • r . 
vould be maintained. Hg suggested that an assessment budget of $8；600,000 for 

1953 vould be satisfactory since it -would give the Organization 1^00^000 more 

. , * • 
tlian in 1952, - " • 

л « ‘ 

Mre SIECÍRL, Assistant Direct^x-General^ De^^rtment of Administration and 

.“. . . , 

Finance^ said that document EB9/AF/3 gave dety.ils of some sources of income 
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available for finaacingi in part, the budget estimate for 1955. Under the 

heading Assembly Suspense Account, the first total ‘177 ,555 represented estimated , 

cash resources at present available to the Organization as from 31 December 1951J 

the $30,000 deduction from the first total represented the reimbursement idiich 

must be made to the Working Capital Fund for the amount authorized by the Executive 

一 • 

Board to be devoted to Indian famine reliefj thé figure of $130,390 represented 
/ 

the cash amount in the Assembly Suspense Acccmnt vhich vould be available for 

appropriation In 1955, leaving a balance of $i?>l65 in the Account, Under the — 

heading Miscellaneous Iacome， the item "Interest on investmentsH required no 

- ‘ ‘ . ..！ _ 

explanation； the larger figure for 1950 as compared to 1抖9 under the çecond item 
• ‘ ‘ ‘ 

i 
• . .. 

"Refund of reserves from previous years", vas due the change in the Financial 

Régulations; on the third, and fourth items ("Payment for programme supplies" and. 

"Share of Swiss postage stamp sales") also represented cash actually.in hand; 

with regard to the. fifth item ("Net profit oil exchange")} the sum of $50,000 vas 
• I ‘ 

an estimate 他ich could not- be verified until the.books vere closed，but it was 
» i .• 

certain that any error vould be on the conservative side. 

With regard to the inclusion of the sum of $837/55^, accruing from casual 

income, in the budget for 1955， be pointed out that such an action was not only 

authorized under the provisions of the financial Eegulations but was obligatory 

unless certain provisions of those regulations were suspended by the Health . 

Assembly on the reconmendation. of the Executive Board. 

• , • 
‘ M r . BOUCHER said that he wished to make it clear that his delegation vas not 

querying the use of casual income； already accrued, in the budget for 1955Í ” 

main concern was the adoption of an effective working budget which vould require ai 

assessment budget of $9,ООО^О0ОгНе feared that if -it were assumed that there : . 

vould Ъе a casual income annually of approximately $800^000, it might be necessary. 



in future, to increase the assessment budget in order to maintain the effective 
•-‘ ‘ “ ‘ 

working budget at the proposed level of 18,489,895 should the full amount of 

casual income not accrue. He felt it wsuld be advisable to allow for a certain 
-• . , » 

margin in the amount of casual income anticipated in years subsequent to 195% 

Dr. HOJER felt that it was unnecessary for the Standing Committee to concern 

itself with the level of budgets for years after 1953, During the first years of 

the life of WHO, a reduction in the total budget for one year as compared with 

i . . . • ,. ... 

the previous year might have unfortunate repercussions, but^ after the budget ‘ 
• z 

had been stabilized for a certain length of time, he did not believe that 

reduction for one year would be of serious consequence^ ‘ The regions тлгеге urgently 

in need of funds and he believed tliat any funds which ware available should be 

given to them now, without too inach concern for the possible situation ihen future 

budgets were under consideration. 

Dr. BRADY said that he hoped that once the budget had been stabilized it 

•would, not be found necessary to reduce it after a year or two. 

The DIKECTOR-GENERAL said that there had been no indications so far that the 

majority of Member Governments would not be m l l i n g , if necessary, to vote for an 

increased assessment budget. An increase or a reduction in the budget for a . 

.year after 1953 cou2d be discussed at the .appropriate time. 

Dr, HOJER felt strongly that the amount available from casual хпсопв should 

be distributed to the regio.ns pn a "fair share" basis during 1953. If that 

.income were again available in 1954.similar action could probably be taken but 

the question would not arise until a later date. 



. Rav, 1 

The CHAIEMTiH remiiad^d the ooinmitteo that its terms of reference enjoined 

upon it ^o discuss thQ annual budget and progreanme； discussions on long-term 

programé s were the responsibility of the Executive Board and of the Health 

Assembly, He proposed that the committee should nov undertake a detailed study 

of the field projects for 1953； giving-consideration to vhether these projects 

vere consonant with the'general aims of the Organizatione 

Dr. DOBOLLE^ Secretary^ said that a list of the zxev projects for 1953 would 

Ъо circulated^ , 

The СШ1ШШ proposed that the committee take note of document EB9/AF/3, 

、：、. 

This vas agreed, 

2# PROCEDURE Ï0B ÓONSIDERATIOH OF THE 1953 PROGRAmS AND EUDuET ESTIMATES AT 

THE FIFTH HEALTH ASSEMBLE . Item 21,5 of the Agenda (clocument EB9/56) 

(continuation) 

The CHAIRMAN drew the eitteirtiop of the committee to the proposals made by 

Dr, Brady and Professor Do Laet； vhich had been circulated in typescript. He 

stressed that a clear distinction must Ъе шДе between long-term and annual 

programmas； the former not being vithin the tçrms of reference of th© aommittee. 

It vas open to the committee to propose to the、:Sxecmtive Board that it recommend 

the reorganization of the work of the two nain 'committees of the Health Assembly, 
- • 

and in particular of the Committee on Programmer 

.. . . . ' � 

Dr. MCKENZIE• said that he found the proposals of tjtie Dlrecb^r^Geîieral in 
\ 

document Е В 9 / p r e f e r a b l e to either of those in the drafts before the coramittee_ 

He thought that experience had shovn that the amount of tfee t'.)t.’l budget must Ъе 
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known before the Committee on Programme could really start its vork； it was 

therefore essential that- the 0onmittee on Administration, Finance .and Legal 

Matters should be able to inform the Committee on Programme, as early as possible 

of the approximate figure for the total budget. He considered that the division 

of the Committee on Programme.into working groups would have many disadvantages : 

individual delegates vould find it difficult to choose between groups which 

interested them； small delegations would be unabl.e to send members to all the • 

groups -, and there was a danger of the concentration of enthusiasts in the groups 

in plàee of aedical administrators who could see the overall necessity for 

adjustment among programmes vithin budgetary limits. 

Professor De LAET pointed out that' the draft which he had submitted was not 

intended to replace the entire document EB9/56 but only the first five lines of 

paragraph 5 , 2 of that document. His proposal was intended to separate the-

technical consideration of the programme from'its financial aspects, which would 

considerably siniplify the -task of the Joint Committee. During the first week, 

the Committee on Programme would consider only the long-term programme with 

reference to what had been accomplished and what remained to be done or was 

desirable. The results, of the deliberations of the Committee on Programme would 

•then be transmitted either to the Joint Committee or to the Committee on 

Administration, Finance end Legal Matters (with representation of the Committee 

on Programme, by its Chairman and three delegates) in order that the programme 

might Ъе translated into budgetary terms. 

Dr, HOJEE said that he considered that the proposals of the Director-General 

were preferable to either of those submitted subsequently. 
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Dr* MâCKEÏÏZIE said that the programme of the Organization was now largely 

dependent on raq.uest$. re.03iv^d from governments via the regional committees» 

He felt that this vas much sounder than for the Conmiittee on Programme to attempt 

to establish priorities fo.r long-term programmes. . . 

Professor De LAET thought that the Committee on Prograimne reprèsented an 

opportunity for governments to state their requirements for programmes and to 

determine the necessary priorities. 

The DIBECTOE-QEHSRAL said that the discussions of regional committees were 

largely confined to governmental р1алз. for development of health services in their 

respective countries and to the plans. for aimual progranmies in the région 

concerned. It might well Ъе that the main function of future Health Assemblies 

vould Ъе to determine long-term programmes and the funds which would be available 

for them. He regretted that the proposal made Ъу Ьг, Brady made no reference 

to discussion by the Committee on Programme of the Annual Report of the Director-

• . . . ‘ -
General, which should form the basis of the work of the Health Assembly since 

"it gave details of the work which had been accomplishea in the execution of the 

programmes of the Organization. 

• • • . ' • ‘ 

The SBCEETABI said that the two main functions of tho СопяйШз on Prograrane 

vere to study long-term programmes and ths Report of the Director- • 

General. In spite of the efforts of the. Chairman, It had been found almost 

inçossibie to obtain ad.eq.uate discussion in. the SoiHmlttee. on Programme of the 

Beport of the Director-General beoaus» delegates continued, to raise points of 

detail instead. The same difficulty arose vhen discussions of long-term 

programmes were initiated. The Secretariat hoped that the Executive Board vould 
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Ъе able tó find a means of guiding the Committee on Programme into useful and 

fruitful discussions. He feared that the proposed working groups would not have 

this effect. 

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the Standing Committee should accept the proposals 

of the Director-General set out in document EB9/56 and should suggest to the Board 

that it might be advisable for the Board to consider clariiying the responsibilities 

and. functions of the main coiamittees of the Health Assembly and particularly to 

consider the reorganization of the work of the Committee on Programe. 

Dr. MACKENZIE proposed that the recommendation to be made to the Board should 

‘ » 

also include mention «f the necessity for ensuring that the Annual Report of the 

Director-General be preperly disoussed. .. 

The DIRECTCR-GENERAL said that it rras hoped to circulate his Annual Report f f r 

1951 by 1 Mareh 1952, which would gire delegates adequate time to coneidor it . 

The proposal of the Chairman, with the amendment proposed Ъу Dr. Mackenzie, 

approved. 

3» PUBLICATIONS! Item 21.2 of the Agenda (document EB9/AF/2)and EB9/AF/2 Add 2 
» 

The SECRBTÁRÍ called attention to the document which had just been circulated 

in English, entitled «Publications» Notes submitted by the Director-General" 

(now EB9/AF/2, Add.2), whioh was intended to serve as a working paper for the 

committee‘s discussion of the Report on WHO Publications (document EB9/AF/2). 
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On the suggestion of the CHAIRMâN, xt was agreed to discuss separately each 

of the publications listed in the working paper. 

Dr. BRADY said he understood that governments had been questioned on the 

usefulness of the various publications, and he asked Aether an appreciable number 

of replies had been received. 

Dr. HOWARD-JONES, Dlr-ector, Division of Editorial and Reference Services, 

said that a draft of the Report,ой Publications had-been sent to members of the 

Standing Committee but, so fai as he was aware, the Report had not been submitted 

to governments. He added that, so far as he knew, no specific comments had been 

received^ 

‘ • 

Dr. BRADY their asked why there had been a reference to the French Government. 

• . 

•The SECRETARY said that the initiative had been taken by the French Govern-

ment in the form of a note regarding publications. That note was being translated 

and would be circulated to the committee as soon as possible. 
* • 

He understood that a letter had also been sent by the Philippines Government. 

Dr. PADUA explained that, vehen he had received a letter from the Director-

General regarding publications, he had OQimmxnicated the contents to his Government 

His Government had despatched a letter two weeks ago but he was not sure whether 

it had yet been received by the Secretariat. 



The GHAIRM/Ш then opened the detailed discussion on the publications, 

!Ше Bulletin 

Dr. MACKENZIE questioned "whether it was necessary for the Bulle tin to be 

published monthly» Althou^i there had been an Assembly decision on the matter/ 

he thou^it it might be possible to есопош5 ze by publishing it quarterly# 

He commented on the type of subject covered.in respective issues5 for 

instance, one issue х^ХфЬ deal entirely nvith malaria, rtitlôt another dealt indth 

several subjects which appealed to quite different groups of people* He suggested 

that it mi^it be better to deal "with subjects Tftíiich теге not of general interest 

through the issue of monographs. 

He also considered that the publication was expensively produced and suggested 

a simpler and cheaper presentation. 

Another point was that the articles ought to be of truly international and 

riot merely national interest. He had noticed that a number of articles had 

consisted of descriptions of what had been done by variouç individual countries. 

Professor De IAET supported Cr. Mackenzie^ suggestions and said that' no 

doubt the question of monographs could be discussed ag^iri at a later stage* 

* • 

Dr. HOJER did not agree with Dr, Mackenzie that the production of the 

Bulletin "was too luxurious; he thou^it it was simply of a good standard» 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that articles should be accepted for publication in 
• . ' " • 

the Blalle.tin in Spanish, with summaries in English and French• 

Dr. PADUA supported the Chairmanfs suggestion, saying that in the Faî  East； 

as well as elsewhere, there were many people vvho spoke only Spanish« 



/"'He also 卿 卿 触 Dr. Mackenzie's remarks regarding 加 desirability of having 

i n one issue articles on related subjects. 

i . 

Dr. BRADY supported the Chairman's suggestion regarding articles in Spanish. 

He thou^t that Spanish-spoaking colleagues should be permitted to have articles 

p u b l i s h e d . in thair cmn language, ^ i c h could be supnari^ed in English and ^ench . 

The SECRETARY called attention to point 3 on page 5 of the working paper, 

v,hich dealt with the question of languages of publications. He said the 

Secretariat had given 鹏 h thought to that point and he was glad that the Chairan 

had referred to it . 
* 

The Chronicle 

Dr, MACK胆IE aaid that the.remarks he had made in regard to the Bulletin 

applied also to the Chronicle; it should be prodaced in a less expensive Гогш. 

H e also thou^it that photographs of tho type which only showed c o m i s e s or 

individuals should be omitted.. 

“ o r . BRADY agreed mth Dr. Ifeckenzie regarding photographs. 

Referring to the Newsletter, ho said that, so far as the United States 

Cvern^ent 咖 concerned, there 卿 a need for 鎮 kind of current surnmaxy of the 

progress of the Organization's various activities with an evaluation of 

results,她ich could perhaps be issued quarterly. 

T h e dihECTOR-GENERAL said that the question of a current progress report was 

one ^ i c h had concerned the Organization for some t i m e . 舰 preparation of such 

a report, even if issued quarterly, would mean a considerable increase in staffing 

a n d costs and it had not been considered practicable to undertake such work 社让 
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the present Editorial and Iñformation Services, 

He explained that the Secretariat did have an internal monthi^ document for 

its own use, but that that document would not be at all suitable for circulation 

to Member Governments, 

licrrever, the annual Report of the Director-General was in fact a progress report, 

.Dr . ElGISNSIE •‘ asked whether there iras any possibility of utilizin- t:.ie press 

releases. .¡.lthou^h they vcore not strictly official, in their statements, they did 

. j i v e г. sood idea of what vras joins on and his Government had found 七、.iem very useful. 

The DISHCTOR-G:^R.^L said that if the committee rrLslied. to have an approximate 

costing for the production o2 a progress report, the Secretariat could prepare 

one, “ nerr sy -tem of internal reporting of рго^гезз and evaluatin;j the results 

of -rork of the Organization, was just being installed, and- some experience with 

it would be useful ba.iore making cost estimates of issuing an external report. 

Нэ "VTould be in a better position to ；;ivs accujiate cost estimates in six months ' 

time. He agreed that it would be valuable to h?.vc such a publication, but the 

question <sC cost jmist be taken into consideration. 

Dr. PaDUÍ asked v/hether, since the the object of the ChroniclG nas to reach as 

many people and govemraonts as possible參 it çoujd be" circulated in the live 

official languages, 

”：г* ЖГ二.Jffl—JONES replied that tucra in x»ct, five editions issued in 

the rsspectivQ lan^uagGS. 

Dr. BR-iDY proposed that thû co.EilttiGe rccoKïnend discontinuance of publication of 

the Chronicle in Russian, since the Russian-spoaliins countries had not replied to 

the Director-General's letter. 



The proposal was adopted. 

Regarding the question of publication in Chinese, it was agreed to defer 

further discussion until the arrival of Dr. Fang, Regional Director for the 

Western Pacific Region. 

.The SECRETARY pointed out that, as the Chronicle had been published in five 

languages in consequence of a decision taken by the First World Health Assenbly, 

any proposal for a change must be made through a recommendation from the 

Executive Board to the next World Health Assembly. 

It was agreed that the Executive Board be asked to make such a recommendation 

to the next World Health Assembly. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested the appointment of a small working party to study 

the inplications of the suggestions which had been nade and to report to the 

committee at a subsequent meeting. He proposed that the working jarty.should 

consist of Dr. Brady and Dr. Hojer, with the assistance of Dr, Dorolle and Dr. 

Howard-Jones. ‘ 

Dr. MACKENZIE supported the Chairman1s suggestion. He had sometimes felt 

that the Executive Board was very much interested in projects and programmes but 

less interested in v^iat had been achieved, and he thought that a working party 

could do some very useful work in that connexion. 

The DIRECÏOS.-GEMERAL pointed out that the Annual Report was concerned with 

all projects5 it did, however, take about six months to conçile it . He did not 

at present see how a quarterly report could, be combined with the Annual Report. 

He added that a quarterly report could not be substituted for the Annual Report, 

because the latter was an obligation provided for in the Constitution, 



The CHAIRMAN said that after hearing the Director-General1s remarks, he 

thou^t it even more necessary to have a working party. 

It was agreed to set up. a working party as proposed by the Chaiman, and 

Dr. Mackenzie accepted the Chairman's invitation to join it . 

The Digest 

Dr. MACKENZIE asked whether the publication of the Digest was a moral 

responsibility resulting from the taking over of the functions of the OIHP. 

He had noticed that the copies sold were few in proportion to the number of copies 

printed. 

Dr. HOYiARD-JONES explained that the Digsst was a development of the legislative 

section of the Bulletin of the Office International d'Hygiène Publique which 

the OIHP was obliged to publish by the Roxne Agreement of 1907. 

He said that during the Second Health Assembly the Director-：General had beesn 

asked to report to the Third Health Assembly on the best me.thods of disseminating » 

information on health legislation» The publication of the Digest in its present 

form resulted from a decision of the Executive Board, to -which the Assembly had 

referred the matter, at its sixth session. 

He added that a decision to change the Digest could hardly be made except by 

the Health Assembly. . 、 • 

Dr, MACKENZIE suggested that further discussion be deferred until the 

translation of the note from the French Government had been distributed, 

• . • « •• . - • . • . . . • • . . . . • •• 

Mr. CAU3ERW00D, alternate to Dr, Brady, said he thought that any obligation to 

publish the Digest could be discharged by a decision of the Health Assembly, which 
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could determine vrhether or 'not publication of the Digest should be continued. 

He suggested that the Health Assembly m i ^ t consider "whether the money allocated 

for that publication might not be used for some other purpose» Some of the .д 

legislation published was out of date before it reached the people likely -to make 

use of it . 

Dr. HOWARD-JONES called attention to the fact that the International Digest 

of Health Legislation formed part of a network of similar publications of the . 

\ 

United Nations aad the specialized agencies; he gave details of ttiose relating 

to the respective organizations. He said that there existed informal arrangements 

among All th se bodies to avoid duplication of publications• • 

The CHAIRMAN thought it "woiild be advisable to defer further discussion 

of the matter until the French Government1 s note had been distributed. 

The SECRETARY agreed that it was for the Healtti Assembly to reconsider the 

question of the obligation to publish the Digest. He pointed out, however, that 

there were two objects in issuing such a publication? first, in order to help 

the less developed countries "which were not in a position to undertake complicated 

research work on health legislation and, secondly, to enable such countries to 

develop their health administrations with the benefit of the experience of well 

developed and equipped countries. In his opinion, it would not be reasonable' to 

deal further with the question without consulting the Member States as a "whole 

to find out precisely what interest they attached to the publication. 

Referring to the comment of Dr, Hcvward-Jones，Dr* Dorolle suggested that, • 

before taking a decision, it would be advisable tc consult the various specialized 

agencies to find out the nature of their respective obligations to continue 

theijp analogous publications, 



It was agreed to continue the detailed discussion of the working paper at 

the following meeting. 

The meeting rose at 5»30 P»m. 
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The CHAIRMAN welcomed Dr. Padua, whose late arrival had been due to delays 

. . ‘ ./ . • 
in transport # 

1 . PROGEAMME AND BUDGET ESTIMATES FOE 1953: Item 1 of the Agenda (documents 

EB9/19 and EB9/AF/5) (continuation) 

Mr. BOUCHEE； adviser to Dr. Mackenzie, said that he would like to reiterate 

the remarks of Mr. Mells at the previous meeting. He was much impressed by the 

proposals of the Director-General for the 1955 Programme and Budget and was 

reluctant to ask for any modifications； it vas ; however^ necessary to draw 

attention t-o difficulties which might arise in determining the use of casual items 

of income, He felt that many governments would wish to give close attention 

to this point, . It was doubtful vhethéí it was sound financially to rely 0x1 

casual income in order to maintain expenditure at a certain level. For this 

reason^ he believed that it would not be wise to anticipate a casual, income 

annually of approximately $000,000 for ; if this did not materialize, it would Ъе 

necessary to make an increase in the assessment budget to maintain the total of 

the effective working budget » 

Dr. BEADY said that he vas inclined to agree with the previous speaker. 

Although the Secretariat estimated that the casual income for 1954 would, be at 

approximately the same level as for 1953, it could not be assumed that this level 

would Ъе maintained. He suggested that an assessment budget of 600,000 l'or 

195З would Ъе satisfactory since it would, give the Organization 00G more 

than in 1952. 

Mr. SIEQEL, Assistant Director-General, Department of Administration and 

Finance, said that document EB9/AP/3 gave details of some sources of income 



avail-able for., financing，in part, the budget estimate for 1953. Under the 

heading Assembly Suspense Account， the first total #177,555 represented estimated 

cash resources at present available to the Organization as from 51 December 1951； 

the 450,000 deduction from the first total represented the reimbursement which 

must be made to the Working Capital Fund for the amount authorized by the Executive 

Воагй to be devoted to Indian famine relief； thé figure of #150,390 represented 

the cash amotmt in the Assembly Suspense Account vhich would be available for 

appropriation in 1953； leaving a balance of $Í7 ;l65 in the Account. Under the 

heading Miscellaneous Income^ the item "Interest on investments" required no 

explanation； the larger figure for 1950 as compai-ed to 19^9 under the second item 

"Refund of reserves from previous years1、was due t.o 'the change in the Financial 

Begulations； on the third and fourth items ("Payment for prograome supplies" and 

"Share of Swiss, postage stamp sales") also represented cash actually in hand； 

with regard to the. fifth item ("Net profit on exchange"), the sum of 130,000 was 

an estimate which could not. Ъе verified until the.books vere closed, but it was 
» 

certain that any error vould Ъе on the conservative side。. 

With regard to the inclusion of the sum of $ 8 3 7 ； a c c r u i n g from casual 

income； in the budget for 1955, he pointed out that such an action was not only 

authorized under the provisions of the Financial Begulations but was obligatory 

unless certain provisions of those regulations were suspended by the Health 

Assembly on the recoiamendation of the Executive Board. 

Mr. BOUCHER saisi that he wished to make it clear that his delegation was not 

q.uerying the use of casual income,, already accrued, in the "budget for 1953 i the 

main concern was for the adoption of an effective vorking budget which would ensure 

a gross budget of ф9;,000,0'00о He feared that if it were assumed that there 

would Ъе a casual income annually of approximately $800^000, it might be necessary. 



In future^ to increase the assessment budget in order to maintain a gross budgat 、 

of $9/000/000, «should the full amount of casual income not accrue P He felt it 

vould be advisable to aliov for a certain margin in the amount of casual income 

anticipated in years subsequent to 1955* 

Dr. HOJEE felt that it vas unnecessary for the Standing Committee to concern 

itself vith the level of budgets for years after 1955• During the first years of 

the life of WHO, a reduction in the total budget for one year as compared vith 

the previous year might have unfortunate repercussions^ but^ after the budget 

had been stabilized for a certain length of time， he did not believe that a 

reduction for one year vould be of serious consequence 4 The regions were urgently 

in need of funds and he believed that any funds which vere available should Ъе 

given to them nov； without too much concern for the possible situation when future 

budgets were under considérâtion• 

Dr. BRADÏ said that he hoped that once the budget had been stabilized it 

would, not be found necessary to reduce it after a year or tvo. 

« • • * 

The D3BECT0B-ОЕНЕЖАЬ said that there had been no indications so far that th© 

majority of Member Governments would not be villing^ if necessary^ to vote for au 

increased assessment budget. An increase or a reduction in the budget for a 

year after 1953 could be discussed at the appropriate time• 

Dr, HOJEE felt strongly that the amount available from casual income should 

be distributed to the regions on a '[fair shared1 basis during 1955• If this income 
• i 

wore again available in 195^ similar action could probably be taken but this 

question vould not arise until a later date. 



The CHAIEMAN reminded, the coamittee that its terms of reference enjoined 

upon it to discuss the annual budget and programme； discussions on long-term 

programmes vere the responsibility of the Executive Board- and of the Health • 

Assembly. He proposed that the committee ehoulü ш ж undertake a detailed stuây 

of the field projects for 1953, giving consideration to whether these projects 

were consonant with the general aims of the Organization. 
• . � ' 

D r « DOEOLLE, Secretary, said that a list of the nev projects for 1953 vould 

Ъе circulated. ‘ 

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the committee take note of document EB9/AF/3, 

This vas agreed. 

. ' -

. • ' » • 

EROCSDUEE FOE CONSIDERATION OF PEOGEAMME АШЗ BUDGET ESTIMAOES FOB I953 AT 
THE FIFTH HEALTH ASSEMBLÏ： Item 21,3 of the Agenda (document EB9/56) 
(continuation of discussion) ' " ' 

The СНАПШИ drew the attention of the committee to the proposals made by 

D r ' Brady and Professor De Laet, which had been circulated in typescript. He 

stressed that a o.lear distinction must be made between long-term and Kynrml 
f 

programmes,, the former not being vithin the terms of reference of the committee. 

It was open to the committee tc propose to the Executive Board that it recommend 

the reorganization of the vork of the tvo nain committees of the Health Aseembly^ 

and in particular'of the Committee on Programme, 
‘ » 

Dr, MACKENZIE said that he found the proposals of the Director-General in 

document EB9/56 preferable to cither of thoBe in the drafts before the committee. 

He thought that experience had shown that the amount of the total budget must be 



linovri before the Committee .on Programme could really start its work； it vas 

therefore essential that the Committee on Administration^ Finance and Legal 

Matters should Ъе able 釦〕inform the Committee on Programme^ as early as possible^ 

of the approximate figure for the total budget ̂  He considered that the division 

of the Committee on Programme into vorking groups vould have many disadvantages : 

individual delegates vould find it difficult to choose between groups vhich 

interested them； small delegations would be unable to send members to all the 

groups； and there -was a danger of the concentration of enthusiasts in the groups 

in place of medical administrators vho could see the overall necessity for 

adjustment among programmes vithin budgetary limits # 

Professor De LAET pointed out that the draft which he had submitted was net 

intended to replace the entire document EB9/56 but only the first five lines of 

paragraph 5*2 of that documents His proposal was intended to separate the-

technical consideration of the programme from its financial aspects^ which vould 

considerably simplify the task of the Joint Committee, During the first veek^ 

the Committee on Programme vould consider only the lozig-term programme with 

reference to what had been accomplished and what remained to be done or was 

desirable The results of the deliberations of the Committee on Prograiorrie would 

then be transmitted either to the Joint Committee or to the Committee on 

Administration, Finance and Legal Matters (with representation of the Committee 

on Programme by its Chairman and three delegates) in order that the programme 

might be translated into budgetary terms. 

Dr. HOJEE said that he considered, that- the proposals of the Director-General 

•were preferable to either of those submitted subsequentlyР 



Dr. MACKENZIE said that the programme of the Organization was now largely 

dependent on requests recaived from governments via the regional committees • 

He f^lt that this vas much sounder than for the Committee on Programme to attempt 

to establish priorities for long-term programes 0 

Professor De LAET thought that the Committee on Progransae represented an 

opportunity for governments to state their requirements for programmes and to 

determine the necessary priorities, 

The DIEECTOB-GENEEAL said that the discussions of regional committees were 

largely confined to governmental plans for development of health services in their 

respective countries and to the plans for annual programmes in the region 

concerned. It might veil be that the main function of future Health Assemblies 

vould be to determine long-term prpgranmies and the funds which would Ъе available 

for them. He regretted that the proposal made by Dr, Brady made no reference 

to discussion by the Committee on Programme of the Annual Report of the Director-

General; which should form the basis of the vork of the Health Assembly since 

it gave details of th© work which had Ъееп accomplished in the execution of the 

programmes of the Organization^ 

The SECEETAEY said that the tvo main functions of Coiamittee on Programme 

were to study long-term programmes and to study the Report of the Director-

General. In spite of the efforts of the Chairxnai^ it had been found almost 

impossible to obtain adequate discussion in the Coninittee on Programme of the 

Report of the Director-General because delegates continued to raise points of 

detail instead. The same difficulty arose when discussions of long-term 

programmes were initiatede The Secretariat hoped that the Executive Board would 



be able to find a means of guiding the Committee on Programme into useful and 

fruitful discussions. He feared 'that the proposed working groups would not have 
i* 

this effect. 

The CHAIRMAN proposed that the Standing Committee should accept the proposals 

of the Director-General set out in document EB9/56 and should suggest to the Board 

that it might .be advisable for the Board to consider clarifying the responsibilities 

a n d functions of the main committees of the Health Assembly and particularly to 

consider the reorganization of the work of the Committee on Programme. 

Dr. MCKENZIE proposed that the recommendation to be made to tlie Board should 

also include mention of the necessity for ensuring that the Annual Report of the 

Director-General be properly discussed. ‘ 

The DIRECTCR-ŒNERAL said that this year it was hoped to circulate his Annual 

Report by 1 March, which would give delegates adequate time to consider it . 

The proposal of the Chairman, with the amendment proposed by Dr. Ifeckenzie, 

таs approved. 

3 ' PUBLICATIONS! Item 21.2 of the Agenda (document EB9/AF/2) (continuation) 

The SECRETARY called attention to the document which had just been circulated 

in English, entitled 丨丨 Publications г Notes submitted ty the Dire с tor-General" 

(now EB9/AF/2, Add.2), which was intended to serve as a working paper for the 

committee's discussion of the Report on WHO Publications -(document EB9/AF/2), 

He indicated the following amendments, which should be made to the working papers 

f l r s t paragraph should read, after the words "paid subscriptims% 

in line "In November, the Director-General sent a letter to the governments of 
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the USSR, Byelorussia, Ukrainian SSR/ Bulgaria, Poland, Czechoslovakia and 

Yugoslavia, pointing out, etc丨 down to the last sentence of ths paragraph, ^ i c h 

s h 0 U l d read, "To date no replies have been received", the words in square brackets 

being deleted* 

On the suggestion of the CHAIRMAN, it was agreed to discuss separately each 
« 

of the publications listéd in the working paper. 

Dr. BRADY said he understood that governments haçl been questioned on the 

usefulness of the various publications, and he asked Aether an appreciable number 

of replies had been received. 

Dr. HOWARD-JONES, Director, Division of Editorial and Reference Services, 

said that a draft of the Report on Publications had been sent to members of the 

Standing Committee but, so far as he was ашге , the Report had not been submitted 

to governments. He added that, so far as he knew, no specific conpents had been 

received. 
• • 

Dr* BRADY their asked why there had been a reference to the French Government. 

The SECRETARY said that the initiative had been taken ty the French Govern-

m e n t in the form of a note regarding publications. That noté was being translated 

and would be circulated to the committee as soon as possible. . . 

He understood that a letter had also been sent by the Philippines Government. 

PADUA explained t h a t ,他 e n he had received a letter from the Director-

General regarding publications, he had communicated the contents to his Government 

His Government had despatched a letter two weeks ago but he was not sure whether 

it had yet been received by the Secretariat. 
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The CHAIRMAN then opened the detailed discussion on the publications. 

Bulletin 

Dr. MACKENZIE questioned whether it was necessary for the Bulle tin to be 

published monthly. Although there had been an Assembly decision on the matter, 

he thought it might be possible to economise by publishing it quarterly. 

He commented on the type of subject covered in respective issues; for 

instance, one issuê might deal entirely with malaria, -vtiilst another dealt with 

several subjects "which appealed to quite different groups of people• He suggested 

that it might be better to deal m t h subjects iràiich were not of general interest 

through the issue of monographs. 

He also considered that the publication was expensively produced and suggested 

a simpler and cheaper presentation. 

Another point iwas that the articles ought to be of truly international and 

not merely national interest. He had noticed that a number of articles had 

consisted of descriptions of what had been done by various individual countries. 

Professor De IAET supported Dr. Mackenzie's suggestions and said that no 

doubt the question of monographs could be discussed again at a later stage. 

Dr. HOJER did not agree with Dr. Mackenzie that the production of the 

Bulletin was too luxurious; he thought it was simply of a good standard. 

The CHAIRMAN suggested that articles should be accepted for publication in 

the Bhlle.tin in Spanish, with summaries in English and French« 

Dr. PADUA supported the Chairman1 s suggestion, saying that in the Far East, 

as well as else-vrtiere, there were many people viho spoke only Spanish. 
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He also supported Dr. Mackenzie1 s remarks regarding the desirability of having 

in one issue articles on related subjects. 

Dr* BRADY supported the Chairmanf s suggestion regarding articles in Spanish* 

He thou^it that Spanish-speaking colleagues should be permitted to have articles 

published in their отш language, #iich could be summarized in English and French* 

The SECRETARY called attention to point 3 on page 5 of the working paper, 

which dealt with the question of languages of publications• ‘ He said the 

Secretariat had given much thought to that point and he was glad that the Chairman 

had referred to it . 4 

The Chronicle 

Dr« MACKENZIE aaid that the remarks he had made in regard to the Bulletin 

applied also to the Chroniclej it should be produced in, a less expensive form. 

He also thou^it that photographs of the type iwhich showed committees and other 

bodies should in general be omitted4 

Dr. BRADY agreed with Dr# Mackenzie regarding photographs. 

Referring to the Newsletter^ he said that> so far as the United States 

• 

Government was concerned, there "was a need for some kind of current summary of the 

progress of the Organization! s various activities with an evaluation of its 

results, which could perhaps be issued quarterly• 

• « ‘ ‘： 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the question of a current progress report was 

one "which had concerned the Organization for some time» The preparation of such 

a report, even if issued quarterly，would mean a considerable increase in staffing 
and costs and it had not been considered practicable to undertake such work with 
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the present Editorial and Information Services, 

He explained that the Secretariat did have an internal monthly document for 

its OYm usQj but that that document would not be at all suitable for circulation 

to Member Governments. 

Ho- rever^ the “nnual Report оГ the iJirector-General was in fact a progress report, 

Dr. asked ^hethct there iras any possibility o£ utilizing tiio press 

releases. ^Ithou^h they were not strictly ofxicial in their statements^ they did 

jive а 200Й idea o: r;hat vms ¿oins on and his Government had found them verv- useful. 

The JIRBCTOROniLJj said tliat i f the co.imittec т/ished to have an approximate 

costing for the production оГ a progress report, the Secretariat could prepare 

one. “ пет; sy 'tern of intorual reporting of projrcô's and évaluentirifj the results 

of *Tork of the Organization vras juot being installed, and- some experience vrith 

it Trauld be useful before making cost ostimatos of issuing an external reports 

Нэ would be in a botter position to ^ive accurate cost estimates in six monthsr 

time. Ho agreed that it would be valuable to h .̂ve such a publication, but the 

question ox cost mast be taken into consideration. 

Dre asked .¿fliethcr, since the ths object of the ChroniclG vras to reach as 

^any poopls anr- governments as possible, it could be circulated in tho jiive 

official languages,, 

•〕i\ ÍIO••二JID—JQîOS replied that thctre ' ¡ore} in fact, five editions issued in 

the rospoctiTo languages. 

Dr. 2?JJJY proposed that the cO:.mttoe r,co^aencl discontinuance of publication of 

the Chroniclo in Russian, since the ïlussian-spoalcing countries had not replied to 

the Director—Generalrs letter. 
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The proposal was adopted. 

Regarding the question of publication in Chinese) it -was agreed to defer 

further discussion, until the arrival of Dr, Fang, Regional Director for the 

Western Pacific Region. 

The SECRETARY pointed out that as the Chronicle had been published in five 

languages in consequence of a decision taken by the First World Health Assembly^ 

any proposal for a change must be made through a recommendation from the Executive 

Board to the next World Health Assembly, 

It was agreed that the Executive Board be asked to make such a recoinmendation 

to the next lor Id. Health Assembly. 

The СШШМШ suggested the appointment of a small working party to study 

the implications of the suggestions vihich had been made and to report to the 
/ 

committee at a subsequent meeting。 He proposed that the working party should 

consist of Dr^ Brady and Dr, Hojer, with the assistance of Dr. Dorolle and Dr. 

Howard-Jones, Dr. Mackenzie supported the Chairman1s suggestion. He had sometimes 

felt that the Executive Board was very much interested in projects and programmes 

but less interested in what had been achieved^ and he thought that a working party 

could do some very useful work in that connexion. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL pointed out that the Annual Report was concerned with 

all projects; it did, however^ take about six months to concile it* He did not 

at present see how a quarterly report could, be combined with the Annual Reports 

He added that a quarterly report could not be substituted for the Annual Report^ 

because the latter was an obligation provided for in the Constitution* 



The CHAIRMAN said that after hearing the Director-General» s remarks, he 

thought it even more necessary to have a working party. 

It was agreed to set up a vrorking party as proposed by the Chairman, and 

• 

Dr. Mackenzie accepted the Chairman's invitation to join it . . 

The Digest 

Dr. MACKENZIE asked whether the publication of the Digest was a moral 

responsibility reaulting from the taking over of the functions oí the OIHP. 

He had noticed that the copie s sold were few in proportion to the number of copies 

printed. 

Dr. HOWARD-JONES explained that the Digest was a development of the legislative 

section of the Bulletin of the Office Internàtiional d'Hygiène Publique which 

the OIHP was obliged to publish by the Rome Agreement of 1907. 

He said that during the Second Health Assembly the Director-General had been 

asked to report to the Third Health Assembly on the best methods of disseminating « • 

Information on health legislation. The publication of the Digest in its present , 

form resulted from a decision of the Executive Board, to which the Assembly had 

referred the matter^ at its sixth session. 

He added that a decision to change the Digest could hardly be made except by 

the Health Assembly. 

Dr, MACKENZIE suggested that further discussion be deferred until the 

translation of the note from the French GovernHient'had been distributed, 

Мгч CALDERWOOD, alternate to Dr, Brady, said he thou^it that a decision of 

the Health Assembly would be necessary to determine whether or not publication 



of the Digest should• be continued.. 

He suggested that the Health Assembly mi ¿it consider whether the money allocated 

for that publication mi热 t not be used for some other purpose. Some of the 

legislation published was out of date before it reached the people likely to make 

use of it. ' 

Etr. HCMARD-JONES called attention to the fact that the International Digest 

of Health Legislation formed part of a network of similar publications of the 
• ' « 

United Nations and the specialized agencies; he gave details of those relating 

to the respective organizations. He said that there existed informal arrangements 

among all these bodies to avoid duplication of publications. 

The CHâlRMâN thought it -would be advisable to defer further discussion 

of the matter until the French Government's note had been distributed. 
• • . . . 

« • 

The SECRETARY agreed that it was for the Health Assembly to reconsider the 

question of the obligation to publish the Digest. He pointed out, however, that 

there were two objects in issuing such a publication! first, in order to help 

the less developed countries which were not in a 'position to undertake complicated 

research work on health legislation and, secondly, to enable such countries to 

develop their health administrations m t h t he benefit of the experience of w$ll 

developed and equipped countries. In his opinion, it vrould not be reasonable. to 

deal further with the question without consulting the Member States as a whole 

to find out precisely vrihiat interest they attached to the publication. 

Referring to the comment of "Dr. Hoviard-Jones, Dr. Dorolle suggested that, 

before taking a decision, it would be advisable to consult the various specialized 

agencies to find out the nature of their respective obligations to continue 

their analogous publications. 



./ It was agreed to continue the detailed discussion of the working paper at 

t 

the following meeting. 

The meeting rose at 5*30 Р«ш* 


